
Why Persian Carpet is Well-known, Part Two 

 

Persian carpets have shining global reputation for centuries. Uniqueness, glory, quality, dreamy 

pattern make owner of Persian carpet someone like an art collector. 

You will read below “Why Persian Carpet is Well-known …” 

 

 

 Persian Rug is the precious gift of Iran’s nature and tradition to the modern living 

space. 

Persian rugs are made with all-natural wools, silk and organic/vegetable dyes, instead of 

synthetic stuff. Some natural dyes or colorants derived from plants that specially grow in Iran 

cause of its nature. Persian rugs made with traditional weaving elements and natural dyes can 

add a timeless character to a room and change the atmosphere totally. 

 

 

 

 

 Shopping for carpet in Iran means buying from the best in the field. 

Iran is the world’s largest producer of handmade carpets, accounting for three quarters of 

world’s total output. In the worldwide point of view, handmade rug is equaled by Persian rug. 

Iran also holds the record for the largest handmade carpet in the history of the world: 5,624.9 

square meters, a size of the football field. 



 In addition to quality, Persian carpets are pre-eminent around the world. 

For their extraordinary designs, rich combination of colors and excellent texture and yarns’ 

patina. Today Iran produces about five million square meters of carpets annually, and exports it 

to more than 100 countries. 

 

 

 

 Carpets from Iran make a good investment. 

As long as a rug is truly handmade it will increase in value over time. 

Indeed, Persian handmade rug is an actual artwork that makes considerable benefits for its 

collectors. 

 

 Choosing a Persian carpet is a great experience. 

You will most probably be familiar with the most attractive part of Iranian fine arts, briefly an 

spectacular artwork that makes proud the owners. 

This is the simple philosophy of why many carpet collectors can be found in the world… 

 

 


